
IN THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions and listings of claims in the application.

Change to :

1 - 174. (cancelled without prejudice)

175. (currently amended) A non-transitory program storage device readable by a computer,

tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by at least one computer to perform the

integrating preparing a plurality of data from a plurality of organization related systems, a user

input and an Internet for use in processing in accordance w ith a common schema and an xm l

obtaining one or more keywords and a set of classification rules for each keyword from a user,

searching for one or more a p lura lity of keywords matches on the Internet,

storing a one or more locations for each ident ified keyword match found during the search of

the Internet .

counting and classifying said matches from f©F each stored location for each keyword,

creating one or more keyword performance indicators using said counts for each keyword and

a summary of said performance indicators for each keyword . an4

developing a model of an organization financial performance by a category of value that utilizes

the summaries for each keyword as an input, and

quantifying and outputtinq a contribution that quaFitifies an impact of each of the one or more

keywords to p@Ff9fFRanGe4ftd}catore--9f^an the organization financial performance by category

of value usinq said model of orqanization financial performance and us ing the quant ified impact

©f each keyword ind icator as a measure of a relevance of each keyword to the orgamzation

where the keyword performance indicators are linked together when they are not

independent.

1 76. (currently amended) The program storage device of claim 1 75, wherein at least some data

a re pre-spec ifled for integrat ion and convers ion the organization physically exists .

177. (currently amended) The program storage device of claim 175, wherein a the plurality of

data processing steps method , comprising:

data are stored in an application database in accordance with a common

schema.
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178. (currently amended) The program storage device of claim 175, wherein a the plurality of

organization related systems are selected from the group consisting of advanced financial

systems, basic financial systems, alliance management systems, brand management systems,

customer relationship management systems, channel management systems, intellectual

property management systems, process management systems, vendor management systems,

operation management systems, sales management systems, human resource systems,

accounts receivable systems, accounts payable systems, capital asset systems, inventory

systems, invoicing systems, payroll systems, enterprise resource planning systems (ERP),

material requirement planning systems (MRP), scheduling systems, supply chain systems,

quality control systems, purchasing systems, risk management systems and combinations

thereof.

1 79. (currently amended) The program storage device of claim 177 4?5, wherein a the common

schema identifies a plurality of data designations selected from the group consisting of

components of value, sub components of value, known value drivers, elements of value, sub

elements of value^ and non-relevant attributes and comb inat ions thereof .

180. (currently amended) The program storage device of claim 175, wherein a the data

processing steps method further comprises storing a p lura lity of converted data in one or more

tables to support organ izat ion process ing multiplying the quantified contribution of each keyword

to each category of value by the value of each category of value to determine the value of each

keyword to the organization .

181. (currently amended) The program storage device of claim 175, wherein each of the

keywords maps to a the common schema.

182. (currently amended) The program storage device of claim 175, wherein each of the

program storage dev ice compr isos ono or moro into lligont agonts quantified keyword

contributions comprise a measure of relevance .

183. (currently amended) A computer imp lemented method for determining the relevance of a

keyword, comprising:

using a computer to complete the steps of:

integrat ing preparing a plurality of data from a plurality of organization related systems, a user

input and an Internet for use in processing in accordance w ith a common schema and an xm l
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obtaining one or more keywords and a set of classification rules for each keyword from a user,

searching for one or more a p lura lity of keywords matches on the Internet,

storing a one or more locations for each ident ified keyword match found during the search of

the Internet .

counting and classifying said matches from for each stored location for each keyword,

creating one or more keyword performance indicators using said counts for each keyword and

a summary of said performance indicators for each keyword , and

developing a model of an organization financial performance by a category of value that utilizes

the summaries for each keyword as an input, and

quantifying and outputting a contribution that-^uartifies-a«4rri^ast of each of the one or more

keywords to perfofmartGe indicators on an the organization financial performance by category

of value using said model of organization financial performance and using the quantified impact

of each keyword ind icator as a measure of a relevance of each keyword to the organ izat ion

where keyword performance indicators are linked together when they are not independent^

and where the categories of value are selected from the group consisting of current operation,

real options and market sentiment .

184. (currently amended) The method of claim 183, wherein at least somo data aro pro-spoo ifiod

for integrat ion and conversion the organization physically exists and each of the quantified

keyword contributions comprise a measure of keyword relevance.

185. (currently amended) The method of claim 183, wherein a the plurality of organization

related systems are selected from the group consisting of advanced financial systems, basic

financial systems, alliance management systems, brand management systems, customer

relationship management systems, channel management systems, intellectual property

management systems, process management systems, vendor management systems, operation

management systems, sales management systems, human resource systems, accounts

receivable systems, accounts payable systems, capital asset systems, inventory systems,

invoicing systems, payroll systems, enterprise resource planning systems (ERP), material

requirement planning systems (MRP), scheduling systems, supply chain systems, quality

control systems, purchasing systems, risk management systems and combinations thereof.

186. (currently amended) The method of claim 183, wherein a common schema ident ifies data

des ignat ions selected from the group cons ist ing of components of va lue , sub components of

va lue , known va lue dr ivers, elements of va lue, sub elements of va lue , non -relevant attr ibutes and
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comb inat ions thereof tlie steps furtlier comprise multiplying tlie quantified contribution of each

keyword to each category of value by the value of each category of value to determine the value

of each keyword to the organization .

187. (currently amended) The method of claim 183, wherein each of the keywords maps to a the

common schema.

188. (currently amended) A keyword relevance system, comprising:

networked computers each with a processor having circuitry to execute instructions; a storage

device available to each processor with sequences of instructions stored therein, which when

executed cause the processors to:

integrat ing prepare a plurality of data from a plurality of organization related systems, a user

input, an Internet and one or more external databases for use in processing in aooordanco w ith

a common schema and an xm l metadata standard
,

obtain one or more keywords and a set of classification rules for each keyword from a user,

search for one or more a p l ura lity of keywords matches on the Internet and in one or more

external databases,

store a one or more locations for each ident4fied keyword match found during the search ,

count and classify said matches from fof each stored location for each keyword,

create one or more keyword performance indicators using said counts for each keyword and a

summary of said performance indicators for each keyword , and

develop a model of an organization financial performance by a category of value that utilizes

the summaries for each keyword as an input, and

quantify and output a contribution that quant ifies an impact of each of the one or more

keywords to porformanoo ind icators on an the organization financial performance by category

of value using said model of organization financial performance and using the quant ified impact

of each keyword ind icator as a moasuro of a ro lovanco of oach keyword to tho organ izat ion

where keyword performance indicators are linked together when they are not independent^

and where the categories of value are selected from the group consisting of current operation,

real options and market sentiment .

189. (currently amended) The system of claim 188, wherein at least-some data-are pfe-specified

foF-lntegratfOFV-and convorsion the organization physically exists and each of the quantified

keyword contributions comprise a measure of keyword relevance.
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190. (currently amended) The system of claim 188, wherein a the plurality of organization

related systems are selected from the group consisting of advanced financial systems, basic

financial systems, alliance management systems, brand management systems, customer

relationship management systems, channel management systems, intellectual property

management systems, process management systems, vendor management systems, operation

management systems, sales management systems, human resource systems, accounts

receivable systems, accounts payable systems, capital asset systems, inventory systems.

Invoicing systems, payroll systems, enterprise resource planning systems (ERP), material

requirement planning systems (MRP), scheduling systems, supply chain systems, quality

control systems, purchasing systems, risk management systems and combinations thereof.

191. (currently amended) The system of claim 188, wherein a common schoma idont ifios data

des ignat ions selected from the group consist ing of components of value
,
sub components of

valye; known value dr ivers, olomonts of va lue, sub o lomonts of va lue, non -relevant attributes and

G©mbifiation&4heFe©f the processor also multiplies the quantified contribution of each keyword to

each category of value by the value of each category of value to determine the value of each

keyword to the organization .

192. (currently amended) The system of claim 188, wherein each of the keywords maps to a the

common schema.

193. (currently amended) A G©mputef-imptemented keyword relevance method, comprising:

using a computer to complete the steps of:

integrat ing preparing a plurality of data from a plurality of organization related systems, a user

Input, an Internet and one or more external databases for use in processing in accordance w ith

a-commoft-SGt^ema and an xn^vMrretadata^tandard,

obtaining one or more keywords and a set of classification rules for each keyword from a user,

searching for one or more a p lura lity of keywords matches on the Internet and in one or more

external databases,

storing a one or more locations for each ident ified keyword match found during the search ,

counting and classifying said matches from for each stored location for each keyword,

creating one or more keyword performance indicators using said counts and classification data

for each keyword and a summary of said performance indicators for each keyword . an4

developing a model of an organization financial performance by a category of value that utilizes

the summaries for each keyword as an input, and
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quantifying and outputtinq a contribution that quant ifies an impact of eacli of the one or nnore

l<evwords to porformanoo ind icators on an the organization financial performance by category

of value using said model of organization financial performance and us ing the quant ified impact

of oach keyword ind icator as a measure of a ro lovanco of each keyword to tho organ izat ion

where keyword performance indicators are linked together when they are not independent^

and where the categories of value are selected from the group consisting of current operation,

real options and market sentiment .

194. (currently amended) The method of claim 193, wherein at least some data are pfe-spec ified

foMfitegfatioR -and conversion the organization physically exists and each of the quantified

keyword contributions comprise a measure of keyword relevance.

195. (currently amended) The method of claim 193, wherein a the plurality of organization

related systems are selected from the group consisting of advanced financial systems, basic

financial systems, alliance management systems, brand management systems, customer

relationship management systems, channel management systems, intellectual property

management systems, process management systems, vendor management systems, operation

management systems, sales management systems, human resource systems, accounts

receivable systems, accounts payable systems, capital asset systems, inventory systems,

invoicing systems, payroll systems, enterprise resource planning systems (ERP), material

requirement planning systems (MRP), scheduling systems, supply chain systems, quality

control systems, purchasing systems, risk management systems and combinations thereof.

196. (currently amended) The method of claim 193, wherein a common schema identifies data

designat ions selected from the group cons ist ing of components of va lue ; sub Gompenents ©f

valueT4ffl«WFVJ(ralue-4river&r-etemefvts--^^^

e©ffvbinati©ns4here0f the steps further comprise multiplying the quantified contribution of each

keyword to each category of value by the value of each category of value to determine the value

of each keyword to the organization .

197. (currently amended) The method of claim 193, wherein each of the keywords maps to a the

common schema.
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